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ABSTRACT

There is a growing energy demand in transportation and power-generation sectors
which leads to high consumption of petroleum-based fuel. The massive volume of
fuel consumption illustrates the necessity of finding a renewable alternative fuel.
Thus, it is important to find an alternative aviation fuel that is renewable and
environmentally more acceptable.

Conventional Jet A-1 fuel in its current formula is not renewable and may generate
considerable amounts of particulate and gaseous pollutants. Vegetable oil has
recently received a good attention as an environmental-friendly and favourable
source of energy to substitute the petroleum-based fuel. Modern jet engines can
technically run on fuels derived from vegetable oil, rather than petroleum based fuels.
Although it is economically profitable to use waste vegetable oil (WVO) to produce
jet fuel, it might be even more profitable to convert waste vegetable oil into other
products. The properties of biofuel must be taken into account when considering an
alternative aviation fuel. These properties must be more or less similar to a typical
petroleum-based aviation fuel to avoid lower quality in engine performance and
complications during the engine start up and operation in flight. As a result, there is a
need to find an alternative green fuel with desirable Jet A-1 characteristics for jet
engines. It is known that the WVO has high calorific value and usually is produced in
substantial quantity in large cities. Therefore, it has the potential to be used as a
feedstock for jet biofuel production.

This research paper presents the general aspects of an affordable procedure to
reutilise the WVO for producing cost-effective and environmental-friendly fuel for
industrial gas turbines and ultimately for jet engine applications. A jet-biofuel unit has
been designed and fabricated in a laboratory scale to purify the WVO. A lengthy
process has been conducted to produce and test several biofuel blends to find the
most appropriate blending ratio. A blending procedure has been adapted to improve
the fuel-flow properties and make the biofuel more appropriate for the use in
industrial gas turbines and/or aircraft jet engines. Few engine tests were performed
to find the most appropriate blending ratio of the jet biofuel for jet engine applications.
An intensive comparison between performance characteristics of pure Jet A-1, pure
WVO and blended fuels fairly has been made.
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Engineering from University of Manchester, MBS Postgraduate
Certificates from Manchester Business School, a 1st-class BEng in
Mechanical Engineering from Tehran University. He has been
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designer, lecturer, manager and consultant over the past 20 years.

He has been teaching at UK’s University of Manchester and Iran’s Amirkabir
University of Technology. He was a technical consultant to Chabok Aviation in Dubai
and Civil Aircraft Design Bureau of Iran Aircraft Manufacturing Industries.

After residing in the UK for long time, Hamid arrived in Malaysia in October 2003 to
work for USM School of Aerospace Eng for 3 years.  He took on the role of Aircraft
Design Team Specialist for Avcen Limited UK in London in 2005 before he was
appointed as Deputy Director in Aircraft Design for both Avcen Limited UK and
Malaysia on May 2006 for four years. He was Associate Dean of American Degree
Transfer Program at Taylor’s University/College in Kuala Lumpur before joining
Republic Polytechnic in Singapore as Senior Academic Staff in Feb 2011. In addition,
he is an Associate Lecturer for Republic Polytechnic’s Continuing Education and
Training conducting CET courses for institutions of Singapore Ministry of Education
and Singapore Republic of Air-Force. He is a visiting lecturer for UK’s Newcastle
University International Singapore (NUIS) and an adjunct-staff for Singapore Institute
of Technology (SIT) since Oct 2012.

He got a large research fund from Avcen Limited UK to work on a thrust-vectored
VSTOL twin jet transport aircraft in 2005-08.  He had an 18-month research on
“Advanced Materials in Extreme and Hostile Conditions” funded by UK’s Department
of Trade and Industry during 2006-08.  He had a joint research with Cambridge’s
Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy on jet-engine noise reduction using
new exhaust briquettes in 2007. He had research collaboration with Imperial
College’s Department of Aeronautics on composite wing joint design during 2007-08.
He was a member of research team at University of Science Malaysia working on
wind-tunnel testing of a composite UAV sponsored by System Consultancy Services
in 2004-05. He received a technology innovation fund from Singapore’s Ministry of
Education for ‘in-situ healing of damaged composite aero-structures’, a joint research
with UK’s Newcastle University International Singapore. He is currently doing
projects in thrust vectoring, jet biofuel, UAV and composite repair.

Dr Hamid has a total of 45 papers and technical reports in Engineering and
Technology related fields and 27 in Management and Education related fields.


